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Abstract—Deep neural networks are difficult to train when applied to tasks that can be expressed as algorithmic procedures. In this article, we propose to study how the explicit guidance of a network through all steps of the algorithm, using external memory and active choice of inputs, can improve its learning capability. The idea is to take inspiration from a child’s learning and running through a procedure via interaction with an external support such as a paper. We show that this mechanism applied to a simple multilayer perceptron can significantly improve its performance when learning either a multi-digit addition or multiplication, which are simple but yet challenging operations to learn.

I. INTRODUCTION

Deep learning methods achieve state of the art performances in multiple and various domains such as image classification, automatic translation, games playing, ... However, they usually failed to handle increasingly complex tasks [1], which is one of the major challenges remaining in artificial intelligence. In this paper, we focus on problems that humans solve by executing an algorithm. While it is known that RNNs (Recurrent Neural Network) are Turing-complete and have the potential to imitate algorithms when correctly trained, their efficiency tend to stagnate when tasks are complex [2]. In order to provide new capacities to the system, one can develop dedicated architectures which tend to alleviate the trainability problem. This is the case for the Neural Turing Machine [3] for which a neural network is complemented by a flow control mechanism and memory capabilities. Although the enhanced network is differentiable end-to-end, it remains somehow difficult to parameterize and very sensitive to initialization values [4]. Complex neural networks have often proved difficult to train.

In this paper, we study another way to tackle the problem of learning algorithmic problems. Instead of complementing the architecture with dedicated modules, we propose to modify the way the network learns by decomposing the task in successive steps that will be fed into the model. Thus the network will use the output/input loop as an interactive external medium, which can be considered as a memory. This multistep learning allows the global resolution of the algorithm and mimics the way a human would unroll an algorithm on a piece of paper. By doing so, we want to study if such a learning procedure makes the network easier to train. We propose to compare ourselves to a similar network that fails to solve the problem end-to-end for sophisticated arithmetic operations [5].

Section II reviews the most common network architectures with an emphasis on their suitability toward algorithmic learning. We introduce an alternative way to tackle algorithmic resolution in section III. The network we use is presented in section IV. Comparative results and the robustness of the model to irrelevant data are presented in section V. Section VI discusses the organization of the acquired knowledge induced by the learning protocol we introduce. Conclusion is then presented in section VII.

II. STATE OF THE ART

A. Various deep learning architectures

Extending the classical Multilayer Perceptron (MLP), various deep network architectures have been proposed to solve complex tasks [6]. In the domain of computer vision, convolutional neural networks achieve good recognition performance [7] that can be close or even better than human’s ones in some specific tasks. For problems with temporal dependencies between the inputs such as natural language processing, recurrent neural networks or dedicated cells such as Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) [8] or Gated Recurrent Units (GRUs) [9] are particularly suited. These approaches can be used in a supervised learning context but can also be combined with the reinforcement learning framework, e.g. to learn to play video games [10].

Even if all these models are universal approximators (see [11] for the MLP), training them in practice can be hard [2], especially when the teaching signal is sparse or when the temporal dependence is at long term e.g. (LSTM have initially been proposed to tackle these kinds of issues). To overcome this trainability issue, more recent models, mainly using an internal memory, were studied and will be described in the next section.

B. Toward an algorithmic learning

Based on a “simple” chain of continuous geometric transformations, deep learning models tend to increase their complexity in order to manage more complex tasks. This can be done thanks to attention mechanisms and recurrence or inclusion of an additional memory.

1) Natural language processing models: Deep learning models have been effective in dealing with problems such as machine translation, text summarizing, speech recognition or question-answering. Word2vec [12] and GloVe [13] are well-established architectures used to generate relevant vector representations of words. Based on these representations, End-To-End Memory Networks [14] introduce an attention mechanism
allowing to select relevant parts of texts for question answering. The model proposes to stack layers in order to allow complex multistep inferences and tackle spatial or temporal dependencies between related topics. Seq2Seq models [15], [16] manage complex relationships between words thanks to recurrence in order to encode and decode textual data. They can be complemented by an attention mechanism to focus on different parts of the input sequence allowing to preserve the context. The transformer model on its side introduces a self-attention mechanism which makes possible to eliminate recurrence [17]. Encoders and decoders blocks are stacked on top of each other which has a big influence on the performance.

2) Neural Turing Machine: The Neural Turing Machine extends the capabilities of neural networks to address algorithmic problems by coupling them to an internal memory and an attentional process [3]. The proposal is differentiable end-to-end and can be trained in a supervised way. It outperforms recurrent neural networks such as the Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) on tasks such as storing and retrieving the i-th element of a list.

In a different way than what we propose, the gradient must be propagated over the entire network expressing the different stages of resolution, driven solely by the final output of the algorithm. During the training, the supervised signal represents the output of the total computation so that the network has to learn by itself the ways to solve the problem. Although the results are impressive, the selected algorithm for the training is relatively simple and memory oriented (storing and retrieving a list of items). It remains delicate to setup and very sensitive to initialization values ([4]) so one can wonder about the difficulties involved by increasing algorithm complexity.

3) Arithmetic processing: Learning arithmetic operations is an emergent research field in deep learning. It can be studied to extend the generalization capabilities of deep neural networks [18], or as a first step toward learning more complex algorithmic procedures, which is our concern in this article.

Our approach is intended to be general-purpose and does not include any specificity for numerical calculation but some approaches propose architectures dedicated to real numbers (see [19]).

Among the works dealing with arithmetic processing, [20] proposes a neural solver for arithmetic expression calculation. The neural solver both parses expressions and execute manageable arithmetic operations. The network is trained thanks to a hierarchical reinforcement algorithm. Tasks are hierarchically decomposed in sub-tasks, and acquired thanks to a curriculum learning. The approach does not appear to be designed to manage well large arithmetic multiplications. Results show an impressive ability to revolve medium size expressions, but that accuracy drops to 0% for long expressions when addressing multiplication expressions. The drop in performance is less drastic for expression composed by other operations (additions, divisions and subtractions). As a matter of fact, in these last cases the size of operands does not increase too much during the resolution of sub-expressions which keep the algorithmic complexity manageable. Indeed, increasing the number of digits of operands significantly increases the number of steps required for multiplications and the associated research area for the reinforcement algorithm.

It has been shown that a simple 3 hidden layers supervised network can infer with great accuracy the result of an addition taking as input the two operands (see [5]). However the same architecture and training procedure perform poorly on the multiplication, whose computation requires more complex and dependent relationship between digits. This illustrates the limitation of classical deep learning architectures to learn long algorithmic procedures.

Since our goal is to study the behavior of a simple network to learn complex operations, we propose to compare our model using comparable network settings used in [5] (the hidden layers are identical although the input and output parts are adapted to fit the needs of our approach to interact with the external medium, see section IV).

C. Active learning

Beyond the structural choice made for the training, it has been shown that an active learning strategy consisting of choosing the right next example to learn can achieve a greater performance [21], [22]. For instance, this can be done with curriculum learning where tasks of increasing complexity are successively presented to the network [23]. This dynamic can also autonomously emerge from an artificial curiosity mechanism, inspired by developmental psychology, where the system tries to maximize its learning progress [24].

III. OUR MULTISTEP LEARNING FOR ARITHMETIC OPERATIONS

A. General design

In the context of this article, we choose as a first step to imitate algorithms whose contents are known, i.e. algorithms that we can unfold step-by-step. Thus, intermediate resolution states are made available thanks to the flow of the algorithm. Future research should consider partially known algorithms for which partial results could be exploited to guide the model learning further.

The guiding idea is to provide an intermediate supervision signal which allows to learn many elementary operations depending on the input. The general principle relies on reading and writing on a board or memory such as shown in figure 1 for an addition (the unfolding of additions is detailed in the next section). We do not constrain access to this external memory and keep the network as simple as possible for reading and writing (see details in section III-C).

The succession of elementary operations has to lead to the resolution of the global problem. The network then needs to learn for each step:

- where the useful information takes place on the board
- what is the result of the inference
- where to report the outcome
Fig. 1: Overview of the processing flow. The output of the network is combined with the current input to construct the next input. Thus, the output can be viewed as an external memory and its combination with the input as an external recurrence for the system. This allows the algorithm to be rolled out step by step on this external support.

B. Application to addition and multiplication operations

The network learns to mimic the algorithm unfolding leading to the problem solving. For the purpose of clarity, the resolution steps are first presented sequentially. The sequential nature of the problem does not prevent from learning the steps in parallel and independently as implemented. Because our training algorithm uses an external memory, at each step the network has access to all necessary data to perform the next operation. Thus, even if the dataset is constructed in a sequential manner, two successive operations are no more temporally dependent and can be learned in any order.

1) Addition: As presented in figure 2, the first two lines are used for the operands. Each resolution step consists in adding two digits, taking into consideration the previous possible carry, and reporting the new value and carry. The set of carries and the final result respectively appear on the penultimate and last lines.

2) Multiplication: The multiplication stands for a more complicated algorithm and has to be decomposed further (figure 3). As before, we choose to unroll the algorithm digit-by-digit, first having the partial multiplications and ending with the final additions also unrolled. The specificity of this algorithm is to mix both multiplications and additions to compute partial results as presented in figure 4. When considering 7-digit-numbers as in [5], this algorithm requires 35 steps which is a difficult task.

C. Problem formalization

In order to focus on the learning of arithmetic operations, we chose to represent digits using 1-hot vectors in the same way it has been done in [5] (see figure 5). For the purpose of clarity, digits are represented numerically in most of the figures.

Let \( D = \{(x_{step}^{j}, y_{step}^{j})\}_{step,j} \) be the dataset with \( x_{step}^{j} \) and \( y_{step}^{j} \) representing respectively the input and the desired output of the network for the \( step \)-th (unfolding) step of the \( j \)-th operation example. \( x_{step}^{j} \in \{0,1\}^{s \times l \times 10} \), \( l \) being the number of lines used to unfold the operation, \( s \) being

Fig. 2: Step-by-step unfolding of an addition. Two digits are written each step: a partial result digit, and a carry to consider for the next step. The last line represents the final result but is not used in the training dataset.

Fig. 3: Example of step-by-step unfolding of a multiplication (the resulting full-resolution map is presented in figure 4).
the number of digits used for the operation. As presented in figure 5, each digit is encoded with a 1-hot vector of size 10, an additional null value (represented in black in the numerical figures) is expressed by 0s in all the vector cells (see figure 5).

![Fig. 4: Full-resolution map for the multiplication.](image)

As presented in figure 1, while each resolution has to follow the naturally ordered algorithmic flow up to \( x_{end} \) and \( y_{end} \), the training for such a system can be done independently for each of the considered steps and pairs of operands. During training, the system receives the input \( x_i^j \) and tries to predict \( y_i^j \). Each input is computed by mixing \( x_{i-1}^j \) and \( y_{i-1}^j : x_i^j = x_{i-1}^j + y_{i-1}^j \). During testing, the system has to sequentially perform the arithmetic operation, beginning with the input \( x_0^j \).

Then, the next input will be constructed with the following formula: \( x_{i+1}^j = update(x_i^j, y_i^j) \), with \( i \) the current step and \( y_i^j \) the output of the network receiving \( x_i^j \).

The function \( Bin \) is used to transform an output vector (one-hot-vector) the following way:

\[
Bin: \{0,1\}^{s\times l \times 10} \rightarrow \{0,1\}^{s\times l \times 10}
\]

\[
o \rightarrow p, \forall i, p_i = \begin{cases} 1 & \text{if } o_i = \max_j o_j \\
0 & \text{else}
\end{cases}
\]

The update function is then defined as follows:

\[
update: \{0,1\}^{s\times l \times 10} \times \{0,1\}^{s\times l \times 10} \rightarrow \{0,1\}^{s\times l \times 10}
\]

\[
update(x,y)_{a,b} = \begin{cases} x_{a,b} & \text{if } Bin(y_{a,b}) = 0 \\
Bin(y_{a,b}) & \text{else}
\end{cases}
\]

One can note that when ground truth, \( update(x_i^j, y_i^j) = x_i^j + y_i^j \) which is consistent with the way the dataset is constructed.

**IV. Model**

**A. Network topology**

The originality of our approach lies in the use of an external memory (the output been fed back and combined with the input) and the sequential learning of the algorithmic procedure (see section III). To test our hypothesis, we used a simple neural network architecture, more precisely we use the architecture proposed in [5] for comparison purpose.

The network is a multilayer perceptron with an an input layer of size \( s \times l \times 10 \), with \( s \) the maximum number of digits allowed per line, \( l \) the number of lines on the board, and 10 the number of cells required to encode a digit with 1-hot encoding (null value included, see section III-C). The network contains 3 hidden layers of 256 neurons with ReLU activation functions (\( ReLU(x) = \max(0, x) \)). These layers are fully connected. The output has the same size as the input layer, needs to be the same size as the input because of our learning procedure and runs into a softmax activation function. For experiments, we used the Adam optimizer [25], with a learning rate \( \alpha = 0.001 \), a variant of the stochastic gradient descent which uses the first and the second moments of the gradients instead of just the first moment, in order to obtain better performances. The network is trained using a binary cross-entropy loss function. This function evaluates the difference between the expected result and the output of the network interpreted as probability distributions, for a single step of an operation. Its expression is \( H(p,q) = H(p) + D_{KL}(p\|q) \), where \( H(p) \) is the entropy of the expected output, and \( D_{KL}(p\|q) \) is the Kullback-Leibler divergence between the expected output and the given output. By minimizing this value, the cross-entropy of these distributions decreases, hence leading to an improvement of the results.

**B. Active learning**

Each of the arithmetic operation relies on the same network weights for its learning (yet we will see in section VI that when correctly trained some parts of the network tend to specialize). Our experiments showed that some learning steps are more demanding and generate more failures than others if not accurately managed. In order to compensate this phenomenon and stress the network adequately, we introduced an active learning strategy. We choose to dynamically balance the learning effort and feed the network with steps whose accuracy is the lowest.

After each training epoch, the efficiency of the network is evaluated for each step. Then a new epoch is generated, with
the different steps not equally represented. The higher the error rate on a step is (when compared to the others), the more the step is represented on the next dataset.

Let $B$ be the function that transforms each subvector of a map into a 1-hot vector:

$$B: [0,1]^{s \times l \times 10} \rightarrow \{0,1\}^{s \times l \times 10}$$

$$B(\sigma_{1,1}, \ldots, \sigma_{1,n}, \ldots, \sigma_{n,1}, \ldots, \sigma_{n,n}) = \begin{bmatrix} Bin(\sigma_{1,1}) & \cdots & Bin(\sigma_{1,n}) \\ \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\ Bin(\sigma_{n,1}) & \cdots & Bin(\sigma_{n,n}) \end{bmatrix}$$

$$error_{step} = \frac{E_j[y_{step}^{j} = B(\hat{y}_{step}^{j})]}{\sum_s error_s}$$

The probability to educate the network for a step step is then defined by $P_b(step) = \lambda error_{step} + (1-\lambda)u$, with $\lambda$ the rate of curiosity and $u$ the uniform probability. The operands are selected with a uniform distribution for each step.

V. EXPERIMENTS

A. Comparative results

We take as a basis for comparison the end-to-end network presented in [5]. The neural network is equivalent in size in both cases but the training is applied step-by-step for our approach.

For each operation (addition and multiplication) we compare 3 learning methods on the same network topology and with the same loss function. The first training is a classical supervised framework which corresponds to what was done in [5]. The second is our proposition of supervised sequential learning on the unfolded algorithm (see section III-B). The last one is the same while also using the active learning mechanism (see section IV-B). All the results are shown in I. The error rate reported is the one corresponding to the whole operation, meaning that for our models the test will be considered as failed if any of the successive steps is wrong.

Our sequential learning procedure alone improves the result for the addition, even if already good without, but completely fails to train the network on the multiplication task. This drop of performance may be due to the fact that our sequential training forces the network to explicitly learn different single digit operations (addition and multiplication) and that they are not balanced in the dataset. Single digit additions take many inputs (many lines to sum for large multiplications) and are more demanding for their learning than single digit multiplications to perform the global multi-digit multiplication.

Using the active learning mechanism helps to automatically balance the number of single-digit addition and multiplication given to the network. This helps the network to learn the single digit addition which otherwise systematically fails (see figure 6). This also improves the network performance of the single digit multiplication. This leads globally to a high enhancement of the performance for both tasks (see table I). Thus, the network performs significantly better than when trained with the classical supervision protocol, which validate our hypothesis.

### Table I: The error rates for multiplications, with $s = 7$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operation</th>
<th>End-to-end (1 hidden layer)</th>
<th>Multlication (3 hidden layers)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Step-by-step (no active learning)</td>
<td>0.25%</td>
<td>95.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step-by-step (with active learning)</td>
<td>0.01%</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Table II: Evolution of the accuracy of the network trained with our method including active learning depending on the percentage of fake digits in the input (relevant digits for the current step are maintained) |
|----------------------------------|-----------------------------|
| Fading rate | 99.97% | 89.9% | 82.4% | 77.0% | 72.7% |

B. Active learning strategy

The active learning strategy greatly improves the training, and is required for multiplications that is supported by addition and multiplication elementary operations. Figure 6 stresses the importance of rebalancing the learning. The addition elementary operations are more demanding, indeed they apply as a multi-line addition for 7-digit multiplications which corresponds to a more complex task to learn.

C. Neural network robustness

In this section, we are interested in how the network makes use of the input data for the multiplication task. While some resolution steps could be inferred end to end directly from the initial operands, we look at how the network is sensitive to relevant digits which ones are protected from the random noise applied to the input. We want to study if the trained network inference is only based on the relevant digits to process the current step or also takes information from other digits, as the operands e.g. .

For that purpose, we measured the mean performance of the network when randomly corrupting some percentage of the irrelevent digits. In figure 7, 100% of the digits unnecessary for the resolution of the current step are noisy.

Nevertheless, the network manages to produce the right output associated with the current resolution step. In table II we vary the amount of noise applied to irrelevant digits. In table II we reported the mean performance over 500 000 trials of the network with respect to the percentage of corrupted digits for the 35 elementary operations. We can observe that the network may rely on the relevant digits as most of the obtained performance is conserved even when all the unnecessary digits are modified. However, the network yet takes some information from the other digits as the performance drops monotonously with the number of fake digits.

VI. DISCUSSION: SELF-ORGANIZED STRUCTURE

In this paper, we break the algorithmic learning down, step-by-step, promoting the simplicity of the network. One can
Fig. 6: Comparison of the evolution of the error rates on the multiplication operation over training epochs when using or not the active learning mechanism. Respectively, the blue and green curves stand for the mean failure rate for single digit multiplications and additions. The red curve represents the global efficiency of the step-by-step learning which globally follows the worse performance curve (an error in a single step of the algorithm usually leads to a global false result).

(a) Multiplication step: the network successfully outputs that $2 \times 3 + 2$ is equal to 8.
(b) Final addition step of a multiplication: the network successfully outputs that $2 + 3 + 1$ is equal to 6.

Fig. 7: Inferences with fake inputs. The meaningful digits are maintained (highlighted in red). Other digits are deteriorated (100% in this case). The accuracy is preserved on this instance.

(a) no active learning
(b) with active learning

We wonder about the ability of a simple MLP to organize its knowledge when no topology is pre-defined. In this section, we are particularly interested in the way the learning can gather some knowledge on similar subparts of the network, when they are useful at different stages of resolution. For the purpose of comparison, a child would learn times tables once for all, and would apply them whenever necessary. Similarly, we choose to focus on times tables learning, with additional carry considered (indeed we defined in the dataset the multiplication of two digits and the addition with the relevant carry as an elementary step of the global multiplication).

Figure 8 shows the mean activation of the neurons situated on the last layer for a dedicated elementary operation. One can see that some neurons are more involved in the processing of these numbers. We chose $5 \times 3 + 1$ as an illustrative example, we simulate configurations dedicated to the combination whatever the place through a multiplication, which correspond to different inputs for the network. We then measure the activity of neurons in the last layer.

Fig. 8: Partial heat map to illustrate the activity on the third layer of the network. Blue and red curves represent respectively the average activation of neurons for dedicated digits at various places (here $5 \times 3 + 1$) and the regular case (no constraints on considered digits).

We measure the drop of the network performance when we deactivate some neurons among the most activated ones, results are shown in table III. The table shows that when neurons highly activated by this specific elementary operation are removed, the specific operation is more damaged than those not targeted. 5 neurons among 250 lead to a 48.8 points decrease.
drop in performance when it only decreases efficiency by 9 points for not targeted operations in average. These results give a first glimpse of the network structuring, including a form of information processing pooling for similar tasks, tending to show that some neurons encode a specific single digit operations of some operands, invariant to its location.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>random digits</th>
<th>specific digits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mean</td>
<td>mean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>no neuron dropped out</td>
<td>99.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 neuron dropped out</td>
<td>98.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 neurons dropped out</td>
<td>95.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 neurons dropped out</td>
<td>91.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 neurons dropped out</td>
<td>72.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 neurons dropped out</td>
<td>50.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 neurons dropped out</td>
<td>33.3%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE III: Accuracy of the model trained on the global multiplication operation with our sequential learning when some neurons of the last layer are deactivated, depending on if they are related to internal representation of the targeted single-digit multiplication (specific digits column) or not (random digits column). The reported results are averaged over different targeted multiplications.

VII. CONCLUSION

Deep learning models draw their efficiency from continuous transformations which make possible to learn a non-linear mapping of the input space to the output space. One can question their capability to extend their ability and learn an algorithmic-like data manipulation end-to-end when the number of elementary operations becomes significant, as is the case for multiplications involving multi-digit numbers. In the literature, people often propose to extend the network with internal memories and reading/writing capabilities.

We propose an alternative approach to improve trainability of models: to take advantage from intermediate algorithmic results when available and to mimic the algorithm unfolding. In order to make the resolution steps explicit, our model operates reading and writing on an external support. We also propose an active learning mechanism to balance the learning effort over the algorithm steps which can be of different nature.

Our experiments on multi-digit addition and multiplication operations show that with such a step-by-step learning and active learning, the multiplication processing is much more efficient when compared to a similar network trained with classical end-to-end supervised learning. Our experiments show that the network is able to some extent to select relevant data coming from the reading space in order to write the result of the current operation to the appropriate location. While no structure imposed, as the network used is a fully connected MLP, some sub-parts of the network seem to be naturally more active to encode some specific single-digit multiplication independently of their location in the global operation.

There is still a long way to go to understand the dynamic of the learning for the new introduced framework. If a form of emergent pooling is confirmed, it would be very challenging to guide it in order to transfer the knowledge for more and more complex algorithm tasks, as a curriculum learning would do. Another more hybrid way would rely on taking benefit from the intermediate supervision signal when using a more sophisticated model. It would also be very interesting to deepen the suitability of models toward more and more algorithmic oriented problems. More work is necessary to fully understand the influence of our training procedure on the structure learned by the network. It will be interesting to see how this learned structure can be extrapolated to operations with any number of digits as input. We also want to study if and how our unfolding of algorithms can be applied to more complex, e.g. hierarchical, tasks.
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